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Official Poster
Paradoxx Films 2022

POSTER
Original painted artwork and poster by Mirela Kulović.

Artist Statement:
This poster is the result of my exploration of broader topic,
memory, and it condenses ten years of exploration of visual
language and universal symbols. The color palette is reduced to
black and grey. I wanted to achieve simplicity and sophistication
at the same time by using a round black shape as something that
generates movement of other particles (shapes) in the image,
however it is not clear if these articles are entering this bigger
shape or they are coming from it and moving towards the edge of
the image. For me, there is the whole universe in this image. 

**For use of this poster in distribution and print, please contact
Dragana Bogavac.** 
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BTS David Roberts on set of Memories at
Promised Land State Park, PA
Paradoxx Films 2022

DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT
Memories is my fifth film and especially important because it
combines everything I've learned about film thus far. It shows
how I have grown as a storyteller. This film tells a personal story
and my intention is to offer an invitation to recognize the global
migrant community as some of the most powerful individuals I
have come to know in my life. 
I am also hoping that this is my last short film and that this
experience and my community will launch me towards my first
full feature in the next year. 

Filmography:
Fourteen, 2020 Official selection for Dumbo film Festival, Winner
LAFA and NYFA
Dear Sam, 2020
Another Night, 2019
For Our Sins, 2017 Official Selection at Cannes Short Film Corner
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BTS Gretel Munday and Justin Jorrell as Jazmine and Bruno
Paradoxx Films 2022

SYNOPSIS
Short Version: Bruno and Jazmine are about to have a baby. In
order to build a loving home for his new family, Bruno has to
face his memories of how he got to where he is and who is to
be celebrated for that. 

Long Version: Bruno and Jazmine are about to have a baby. In
order to build a loving home for his new family, Bruno has to
face his memories of how he got to where he is and who is to
be celebrated for that. In the process he realizes that what he
has been searching for has always been much closer than he
could ever understand. 
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CINEMATOGRAPHY
AND ARTISTIC
DIRECTION

"Though minimalist yet intentional, the cinematography allows for emotions to leap off
the faces on screen. The present, represented by warm tones, contrasts the colder tonal
presentation of the past - The Memories." Ify Enemuo, Cinematographer

"Relationships between shapes, objects and characters are not always completely defined
in the frame. Many objects on set are from everyday life, however there is specific
symbolism of mirror, white cotton fabric, China bag and suitcase. Finally, red has a range
of symbolic meanings and we tied it to Bruno’s mother." - Mirela Kulović, AD

Film still of Emma Claye as Mother at Promised Land State Park in PAFilm still of Emma Claye as Mother at Promised Land State Park in PA        Paradoxx Films 2022Paradoxx Films 2022
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TECHNICAL INFO
Title: Memories
Genre: Drama
Production Year: 2021-2022
Country of Origin: USA
Language: English
Run time: 14 min 55 seconds
Shooting format: Digital Red Komondo, Red Code Raw 
Aspect Ratio 2.6
Lenses: vazen anamorphic 
Audio Format: standard wav

ORIGINAL SCORE

Click onimage to open 

https://open.spotify.com/album/3Mdc1S5i6Sr5CwV5CEIGU0?go=1&sp_cid=c3772302902c816cacde02c3cc01ff93&utm_source=embed_player_m&utm_medium=desktop&nd=1
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CREDITS 
Written and Directed by EDWIN ILLOH

Executive Producer DRAGANA BOGAVAC
Cinematography IFY ENEMUO

Music by RYAN MCLEAN
Songs by RYAN MCLEAN AND 

SIKELELWA JO-AN-QWAZI (SIKI JO-AN)
Artistic Director MIRELA KULOVIĆ

Bruno JUSTIN JORRELL
Jazmine GRETEL MUNDAY

Mom EMMA CLAYE
Little Bruno BLAKE HEZEKIAH

Boat Man DAVID ROBERTS
Edited by EDWIN ILLOH

Colored by ANDREY GARNY
1st AD JIM GALIZIA

Associate DP MIRELA KULOVIĆ
Sound Technician RJ FLEA

Lighting Technician CHAD JENKINS
Wardrobe by KELLI TALLEY

Makeup by ADDISON THOMPSON
Set Photographer IGOR PROKHORKO

Drone Operator JON BIDDLE
Production Assistant DAN WILCZYNSKI
Production Assistant MIRELA KULOVIĆ

Opening Graphics Designed by EDWIN ILLOH
Producer MILOS BOGAVAC
Producer REAGAN ILLOH

Producer ALEKSANDAR BOGAVAC
Producer MARIJANA KULOVIC

Original Songs:
"Hills & Valleys"

Performed by - Sikelelwa Jo-An-Qwazi (Siki Jo-An)
Produced by - Ryan McLean

® Momma Music
 

"Ndiyakthanda (I Love You)"
Performed by - Sikelelwa Jo-An-Qwazi (Siki Jo-An)

Produced by - Ryan McLean
® Momma Music

 
Casting by Edwin Illoh and Dragana Bogavac

 
Voice Recording at Union Recording Studios 

Los Angeles, CA 
 
 

Shot on Location at Promised Land State Park, PA
Pocono Mountains, PA
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Film stills  from Memories
Paradoxx Films 2022
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Behind the Scenes Images 
Paradoxx Films 2022
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This was our first time doing a crowdfunding campaign.
We did a lot of research and made a list of people we
knew to see if we could even be successful. We made a
really great campaign video which we shot in our
building with the generous time and equipment of the
team. When the pledges started coming in we were so
overwhelmed by the support. It was a great experience. 
 - Dragana Bogavac

How did you raise the money to make
this film?

FAQS

What is Paradoxx Films?

Where does the story come from?

I have had this story in my head for some time. It is
obviously based on our own lives and experience,
although we didn't want that to be too obvious. It is
really important to both of us, Dragana and I, to tell
these authentic stories about the refugee/migrant
experiences as a celebration of life and success. We
both share similar stories and this feels too
appropriate for the current times as well. I am also
thinking of all the other stories around the world we
don't hear about in the news. - Edwin Illoh

Tell us about artistic direction.
There are many things we have to think about and do
in our everyday life. Often, things happen and we do
not pay attention at the moment. And then more
things happened and time goes by and we figured out
that moments when we didn’t pay attention were
important. It is about a universal tragedy where a
person figures out what is important when life almost
comes to an end. I think Memories is a film about that.
Little things. Moments which slip through our fingers
like sand, and we feel regret and if that feeling is long
enough with us, we write a song, create a painting or
make a movie. Somehow we (artists) have to make
visible what lies deep in us. - Mirela Kulović

Paradoxx is something that is true and false at the same
time. Kind of like a film. We started working under the
name a few years ago and are in the process of creating
an organization that is a creative hub for all kinds of
projects for artistic expression. Our mission is to tell
authentic stories that provoke, inspire, encourage and
motivate people connections. We want to create
opportunities to build compassion by exploring the
layers of people’s experience that makes stories feel
closer and more personal or familiar.- Dragana Bogavac
 

For additional question, please email us at
paradoxxfilm@gmail.com or call Dragana
Bogavac at 339-206-0879
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Film Still of Bruno played by Blake H.
Paradoxx Films 2022

BONUS MATERIAL

David Roberts, who is in the role on "Boat Man" is also a talented
spoken word artist. He has created a spoken word performance titled 
 "Home" that accompanies the film. Access the Youtube link of David's
performance by clicking on the image.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZolQch2NKnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZolQch2NKnw
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Film Still of Bruno and Jazmine played by Justin J. and Gretel M. 
Paradoxx Films 2022

THANK YOU
For additional information, please email us at paradoxxfilm@gmail.com  

or call Dragana Bogavac at 339-206-0879
For all images and text please use this google drive link 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_UxOLTjlhm6LMpUCy_0xq64qm_4nNBcT?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_UxOLTjlhm6LMpUCy_0xq64qm_4nNBcT?usp=sharing

